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Abstract

Is there a way of reading philosophically without imposing a pre-existing

philosophy on the literary text? Turning first to the work of Stanley Cavell,

then to Simone de Beauvoir’s often neglected accounts of reading, this essay

shows that such a philosophical reading can be understood as a form of

aesthetic experience in which the reader lets the work teach her how to

read it. The reader must be willing to let her own experience (of philosophy,

of life) be educated by the work. A similar view can be found in Cora

Diamond’s (and Beauvoir’s) suggestion that the reader must be open to

the adventure proposed by the text.

I was honoured to receive an invitation to be a keynote speaker at the 2010

Biennial Conference of the International Society for Religion, Literature and

Culture. I chose to speak about philosophy and literature, in the hope that the

questions I raise about the relationship between literature and philosophy, and

about how to read a literary text, will be relevant also for people working in

the fields of religion and theology. This text is a much-revised version of the

lecture I gave at the conference in Oxford in September 2010.

I . THE QUESTION OF LITERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY

‘The clash between literature and philosophy does not need to be resolved.

On the contrary, only if we think of it as permanent but ever new does

it guarantee us that the sclerosis of words will not close over us like a

sheet of ice,’ Italo Calvino writes.1 He was right: the relationship between
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philosophy and literature is not a thing to be discovered and described once

and for all, but rather a question constantly recreated by writers, critics and

philosophers responding to new situations. People become interested in the

relationship between philosophy and literature for different reasons at different

times, and different reasons for raising the question will require different

answers.2

Attempts to define the relationship between philosophy and literature

have often been formalistic in the sense that they set out a list of binary

oppositions (universal versus particular, reason versus imagination, insight

versus emotion, argument versus form) intended to settle the question once

and for all. Such lists often disappoint.3 It is easy to find exceptions on both

sides of the divide, and it is only too clear that they flatter the self-image

of philosophers more than the self-image of writers. To cast philosophers as

the guardians of universality, reason, insight and argument is to strip literature

of its ambition to provide knowledge, thought and truth. It is also to ban

passion and beauty from philosophy, although I haven’t seen too many phil-

osophers complain about that. Such lists also have an unfortunate tendency

to reproduce a stereotypical gender hierarchy, in which the terms on the left

get coded as masculine and superior, and those on the right as feminine

and inferior. Men think, women feel; men do philosophy, women write

romantic novels.

Lists of features assume that the answer to the question of the relationship

between literature and philosophy must take the form of a definition of the

two terms. Given that philosophers have never agreed on what philosophy is,

and given that even the most agile minds have failed to produce a convincing

definition of literature, this is not a promising path. Moreover, most of us

don’t wonder about the relationship between philosophy and literature be-

cause we have trouble telling them apart. (If we did, a checklist of features that

could help us decide whether we were dealing with an instance of philosophy

or literature would be quite useful.) Rather we raise the question for other

reasons, reasons we often fail to make completely clear even to ourselves. No

wonder we often feel that the answers we get don’t address what we really

want to know.

The challenge for someone who wants to think about literature and phil-

osophy, then, is to figure out what her question actually is. Usually, the

question is triggered by a sense of irritation, a conviction that someone is

failing to do justice to something we care about. In the post-war era, for

example, the question of the relationship between literature and philosophy

often took the form of complaints about the ‘novel of ideas’ (the ‘roman à

thèse’) or novels with a ‘message’. This reaction was triggered by the popularity

of existentialism, its faith in the philosophical novel, and its call for committed

literature. Fundamentally, the debate turned on aesthetic norms: adherents of
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the aesthetic values of late modernism rejected what they took to be the

message-oriented realism of the existentialists. In this case, then, the answer

to the question of literature and philosophy would have to be something like a

theory of the novel.

My own interest in the relationship between literature and philosophy has

to do with the question of philosophical reading. I have long been frustrated

with criticism that reduces the literary text to an example of a pre-existing

theory or philosophy, whether this means looking for convincing illustrations

of existing positions in moral philosophy in Dickens or Woolf, or tracking

down Foucault in Jane Austen, Derrida in George Eliot, or Deleuze in Ibsen.

What is the point of reading literature if all we manage to see in it is a theory

we already know? Why not simply stick to reading theory and philosophy if

that’s what we really want to do? At the same time, I don’t want to separate

my interest in literature from my interest in philosophy and theory. I share the

conviction that literary criticism would be the poorer without them. In the

hands of the best practitioners, to read literature with philosophy is to enrich

both. The question is how to achieve this.

I would like to find ways to read philosophically without falling into the

trap of casting the critic, the theorist or the philosopher as necessarily wiser,

deeper, more intelligent, more politically correct than the writer. The ten-

dency to turn the critic into a champion of critique has been a common failing

of the hermeneutics of suspicion, which has dominated literary criticism for a

long time. The spirit of the hermeneutics of suspicion has made us believe that

to read critically is necessarily to debunk, deconstruct, take apart, and tear

down, not to praise and admire. On this view, it is easier to justify the role of

critics (they defend us against the ideological machinations of the text) than

the works they labour so mightily to take apart.

For me, then, the question of literature and philosophy really is a question

of reading, or, more broadly, of criticism. How can we read philosophically

without reducing the text to a witting or unwitting illustration of a pre-

existing theory? How can we read literature with philosophy in ways that

suggest that the writer may actually have something to tell the philosopher?

Moreover, more radically: Is there a way to read philosophically without

having recourse to a given philosophy at all? Can criticism itself be

philosophy?

As I formulate these questions, I realise that I probably would not have

expressed them in just this way if I had never read anything by Stanley Cavell.

(Even the most deeply felt ideas are inspired by others.) To deepen my sense

of what it might mean to read philosophically, therefore, I shall turn to

Cavell’s own reflections on literature and philosophy. How does he conceive

of the question? What can someone interested in reading literature learn from

the way he connects the two fields?
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I I . CRITICISM AS PHILOSOPHY: CAVELL ON

LI TERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY

Cavell ends his reading of Othello, which itself ends The Claim of Reason, by

raising a version of the question of the relationship between literature and

philosophy: ‘Can philosophy accept them [Othello and Desdemona] back at

the hands of poetry? Certainly not so long as philosophy continues, as it has

from the first, to demand the banishment of poetry from its republic. Perhaps

it could if it could itself become literature. But can philosophy become lit-

erature and still know itself?’4 By ‘still know itself’ I think Cavell means still

recognise itself as philosophy, still be philosophy.

One way to take this question is to say that Cavell wonders whether

Shakespeare, and Othello and Desdemona, could ever be recognised as

philosophers by other philosophers. For someone who believes that a work

of art can have philosophical insights this is a natural question. After all, if

philosophy is taking place in works of art, philosophers ought to be able to

recognise it as philosophy. This raises the question of what Cavell thinks

philosophy is:

[P]hilosophy, as I understand it, is indeed outrageous, inherently so. It seeks to

disquiet the foundations of our lives and to offer us in recompense nothing better

than itself – and this on the basis of no expert knowledge, of nothing closed to

the ordinary human being, once, that is to say, that being lets himself or herself be

informed by the process and the ambition of philosophy.5

To do philosophy we have to be willing to have philosophy unsettle the

‘foundations of our lives’. Philosophy will ask awkward questions about

why we do what we do, and why we think what we think. (There is more

than a shade of Socrates here.) Since the activity requires no expert know-

ledge, we should expect to come across it outside academia, and in texts not

traditionally marked as philosophy. So, why not in plays and films? For Cavell,

it is quite natural to claim that the film director Frank Capra can enter into a

productive philosophical conversation with the philosopher Immanuel Kant.

(This may be the moment to stress that insofar as they turn on the question of

aesthetic judgment, most of the questions raised in this paper are equally

pertinent to literature, theatre and film.)

At the end of The Claim of Reason Cavell does not just offer Shakespeare, but

specifically his own attentive elucidation of Desdemona’s love and Othello’s

plight of mind back to philosophy. The question, therefore, is not just whether

philosophy can acknowledge literature, but whether it can acknowledge that

criticism—the work of reading, thinking and writing about literature and other

art forms—can be a part of philosophy. Cavell’s own work—his many books
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on film and theatre—shows that for him criticism is a privileged site for phil-

osophy. Criticism is an activity in which the philosopher, encountering the

work of art, can attempt to get clear on questions he couldn’t get clear on in

any other way. Thinking about Othello, Cavell pushes his own understanding

of scepticism further than he could have done otherwise.

In a dense passage from 2002, written in a moment when he looked

back on his work, Cavell connects self-expression and self-exploration to

the question of literature (and film) and philosophy:

Only in stages have I come to see that each of my ventures in and from

philosophy bears on ways of understanding the extent to which my relation to

myself is figured in my relation to my words. This establishes from the beginning

my sense that in appealing from philosophy to, for example, literature, I am not

seeking illustrations for truths philosophy already knows, but illumination of

philosophical pertinence that philosophy alone has not surely grasped – as though

an essential part of its task must work behind its back. I do not understand such

appeals as ‘going outside’ philosophy.6

Literature works ‘behind philosophy’s back’. Yet its work is not ‘outside’

philosophy, but ‘essential’ to it, as if philosophy has to turn around, to look

behind itself to find fundamental ‘illuminations’ it can’t find in any other way.

By neglecting the turn, or return to literature, philosophy will overlook fun-

damental insights available only to the philosopher willing to stop, pause, turn

back and pick up the pearls strewn on a path he thought he had already

explored. Criticism—the work of reading—is here connected to the idea of

stopping, pausing, paying attention and looking more closely.

However, what has all this to do with the ‘extent to which my relation to

myself is figured in my relation to my words’? I think this phrase gestures

towards Cavell’s larger philosophical project: to work out a vision of language

in which words and world are intertwined, to understand language as some-

thing we do (rather than, say, as a purely formal structure), so that our

words reveal us, our values and commitments, and what we take ourselves

to be responsible for. What I say or write will reveal my blindness and my

callousness, my insights and my generosity, my failures and my achievements.

The enduring themes in Cavell’s criticism—marriage and remarriage, scepti-

cism, acknowledgement, loneliness and madness, voice, melodrama and

opera—show what he takes himself to be responsible for.

Cavell wants to make a place for literature within philosophy, both because

he thinks literature contains illuminations of value to philosophy, and because

he thinks that the question of expression and experience lie at the very heart

of philosophy. On this view, criticism—the act of accounting for one’s

experience of a work of art—can be philosophy.
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I I I . CRITICISM AND EXPERI ENCE

Good criticism requires a wide range of skills and knowledge. However,

whatever else it takes, criticism is always based on the critic’s judgment. To

make an aesthetic judgment, Kant claims, is to be willing to stake one’s

authority on nothing but one’s own experience: when we declare that some-

thing is beautiful we have nothing but our own subjectivity to go on. While

we feel, spontaneously, that others simply must see what we see, we can’t

ground the claim in anything more tangible than our own judgment that this

is beautiful.7 This feels risky. It exposes our judgment to the potential ridicule

of the world. (Surely this is another reason why we are so quick to hide

behind the authority of acknowledged master thinkers in our readings and

viewings.)

To account for one’s experience of a work of art requires a willingness to

pay close attention to that experience. It also requires us to trust it, and to find

it worth expressing: ‘Without this trust in one’s experience, expressed as a

willingness to find words for it, without thus taking an interest in it, one is

without authority in one’s experience’ (PoH 12). There are four tasks here: to

be willing to have the experience (in the sense of paying attention to it), to

judge it important enough to be expressed, to find words for it and to claim

authority for it.

I am struck by the parallels between this view and the work going on in

feminist consciousness-raising groups in the 1960s and 1970s. The purpose of

these groups was to encourage women to take an interest in their own ex-

perience, to be willing to voice them and to claim authority for them. The

result was revolutionary. The women’s understanding of themselves and their

experiences was transformed. This goes to show that the difficulties involved

in ‘taking an interest in one’s experience’ are the same in life and in art,

as Cavell points out: ‘The difficulty of assessing [one’s experience of a film]

is the same as the difficulty of assessing everyday experience, the difficulty of

expressing oneself satisfactorily, of making oneself find words for what one is

specifically interested to say, which comes to the difficulty, as I put it, of

finding the right to be thus interested’ (PoH 41-42). For Cavell, aesthetic

experience is not divorced from ordinary experience: to find out what it

means entails the same difficulties and joys as the investigations of ordinary

experiences.8

In the 1970s, many feminists made the mistake of considering experience to

be infallible. To them, the ‘authority of experience’ meant that a woman

could never be wrong about the nature of her own experience, once she

had found the words to express it. This is not Cavell’s view. It ‘needs constant

admission,’ he writes, ‘that one’s experience may be wrong, or misformed

or inattentive and inconstant.’9 Cavell’s sense of the fallibility of experience
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coalesces around the idea of ‘checking one’s experience’ against the work of

art. He uses the term ‘checking’ to:

capture the sense at the same time of consulting one’s experience and of

subjecting it to examination, and beyond these, of momentarily stopping, turning

yourself away from whatever your preoccupations and turning your experience

away from its expected, habitual track, to find itself, its own track: coming to

attention. The moral of this practice is to educate your experience sufficiently so

that it is worthy of trust. (PoH 12)

The education of one’s experience by paying careful attention to it: what a

hopeful idea! Experience is not fixed; previous experience does not doom me

forever to repeat the same mistakes. (This is like psychoanalysis: There is a way

to break the old patterns! Experience can be trained!) I must be prepared to

discover that my sense of the work was profoundly mistaken, but that dis-

covery will itself be part of my further education as a critic. Here too there is

no difference between aesthetic experience (our experience of the work of

art) and ordinary experience (what we experience in life).

Sometimes a book will completely transform our understanding of a phe-

nomenon or a problem. Reading Ulysses changed many readers’ understand-

ing of the novel and of literature too. Films and plays and books can help us

overcome, or undo, our existing beliefs. Just like other experiences, the ex-

perience of film, theatre, literature has the power to change us. This means

that we won’t regularly be transformed by reading (we aren’t regularly trans-

formed by ordinary experiences either), but it also means that reading

(and viewing) can expand our understanding of the world, and ourselves, if

we let it.

My original question was how to read philosophically in a way that avoids

imposing my pre-existing theory on the work of art. While Cavell’s insistence

that I must be willing to let the work of art—my experience of the work of

art—change my previous beliefs or perceptions is helpful in this respect, it

doesn’t provide a method for how to do this. Cavell is not interested in laying

down requirements for how to read. The nearest I can get to some kind of

Cavellian guideline for how to read philosophically is an appeal ‘to let the

object or the work of your interest teach you how to consider it’ (PoH 10).

But how are we to do that? The only hint Cavell provides is to say that we

usually have no trouble letting a work of theory or philosophy teach us how

to read it. I think this means that the right sort of reading would emerge if we

simply read literature or watch films in much the same way as we read

philosophy.

What does this sort of reading look like? Well, we often begin by trying to

get at least a general idea of what the work is about, what its major concerns
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and concepts are. At first, we may only form a hazy idea of the whole. To get

a clearer view, we zoom in on key concepts, study the examples, circle back

to passages that illuminate them, look for the arguments, the contradic-

tions and the exceptions. In the end, we come out with a workable under-

standing of the book’s concerns. If it really fascinates us, we may engage

with it again, maybe revise some of our initial impressions, try to get clear

on why it strikes us as important and reflect on what we can use it for in our

own work.

Why do we imagine that it is always much harder to let a novel or a play

teach us how to read it than it is for a theoretical essay to do so? Why do we so

quickly reach for the philosophy or theory and try to make the work fit its

concepts, rather than trying to figure out what the work’s own concepts and

preoccupations might be? Maybe because we lack practice. We are not used to

looking for the work’s own concepts when that work is a novel or a play. In

addition, we may fear that a reading emerging from such a process might not

look all that impressive. After all, it would have to be built on concepts

supplied by the work itself, rather than concepts supplied by a specific phil-

osophy.10 When the critic ‘checks her experience’ against the work, however,

she will draw on her full knowledge of those concepts. This may (or may not)

give rise to philosophically interesting readings. A critic who proceeds in this

manner may easily come to look guileless, as if she hadn’t heard of the

sophisticated concepts on display in the work of the masters of suspicious

critique. To be willing to learn from the work requires a critic capable of a

certain degree of humility.

IV. THE WRITER’S POINT OF VIEW: S IMONE D E BEAUVOIR’S

UNDERSTANDING OF READING

Cavell raises the question of literature and philosophy from the point of view

of the philosopher, in the sense that he begins by wondering whether a

philosopher can find philosophy in literature and other arts. I have shown

that his answer makes criticism a potential place for philosophy, and also

addresses the literary critic’s question about how to read philosophically.

Missing so far is the writer’s perspective. To ensure that I don’t unwittingly

give priority to philosophy’s notion of what it is to read, it seems useful to

check the philosopher’s point of view against the view of a writer with a

strong passion for philosophy. At this point, Simone de Beauvoir’s reflections

on philosophy and literature strike me as particularly relevant.

All her life, Beauvoir was passionately engaged in both philosophy and

literature. In the mid-1940s, Beauvoir’s interests were strikingly similar to

Cavell’s. She was obsessed with the question of the other and, like Cavell,

thought of writing as an act implicating the other.11 ‘[A]ny speech, any
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expression is an appeal’, she notes in Pyrrhus and Cinéas, an essay written

immediately after the publication of her first novel, L’Invitée (She Came to

Stay, 1943).12 Like Cavell, Beauvoir also took for granted that literature and

philosophy worked on the same kinds of problems, and that these problems

were relevant to ordinary life. ‘In truth, there is no divorce between philoso-

phy and life’, she declared in 1948.13

Nevertheless, in her first attempt to investigate the problem of the other,

Beauvoir did not hesitate to write a novel rather than a philosophical essay. In

L’Invitée Beauvoir studies the situation of a woman, Françoise, who suffers

from a severe case of solipsism: she has trouble understanding that others

exist.14 When another woman, Xavière, begins truly to exist for her,

Françoise constructs her as a hostile presence, as a threat to her own existence.

At the end of the novel, she kills Xavière because she cannot live in the

presence of her alien consciousness.

To understand Beauvoir’s conception of the relationship between literature

and philosophy in L’Invitée, it would be necessary to read it in detail, and situate

it against the background of the French preoccupation with the ‘metaphysical

novel’ in the 1940s. However, this is not the place to do this.15 Let me just say

that there is no doubt that both Beauvoir and her old friend Maurice

Merleau-Ponty considered L’Invitée to be a significant ‘metaphysical novel’,

by which they meant a novel setting out to convey the attitude a human being

takes up in relation to a fundamental aspect of human existence: being, time,

consciousness, the other, freedom, separation, finitude and so on.16

Why did Beauvoir prefer to write a novel rather than a philosophical essay

about otherness? In her 1946 essay ‘Literature and Metaphysics’, she claims

that only the novel enables the writer to convey ‘an aspect of metaphysical

experience that cannot otherwise be manifested: its subjective, singular and

dramatic character, as well as its ambiguity.’17 She also stresses that the novel

alone conveys the temporal nature of existence.18 Interestingly, however,

much of her essay on the novel focuses on the reader’s experience. Here, as

everywhere else in her writings on literature, Beauvoir writes as the passionate

and voracious reader she was. (Her memoirs and diaries are full of examples of

her passion for reading.) Unlike the philosophical essay, Beauvoir writes, a

good novel ‘imitates the opacity, ambiguity, impartiality of life; spellbound by

the story he is told, the reader responds as he would to events he had experi-

enced.’19 To read is to have experiences one would otherwise not have.

Readers of fiction have a larger world than non-readers of fiction. For

Beauvoir, a philosophical essay doesn’t draw the reader in the same way,

doesn’t produce the sense of experience that literature offers.

A good novel, for Beauvoir, is an invitation to the reader to share the au-

thor’s sense of exploration [recherche] and discovery, to join her on an ‘authentic

adventure of the mind’.20 Beauvoir’s reader has to be open-minded. She has to
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be willing to take up the writer’s invitation to join her on an adventure. If the

experience of reading disappoints, the responsibility for the result does not rest

with the writer alone. The reader can fail the book by refusing to ‘participate

sincerely in the experience the author is trying to involve him in; he does not

read as he demands that one writes, he is afraid of risks, of adventure.’21 When

both parties participate in equal measure, however, nothing, not even pure

philosophy, is more powerful than a novel: ‘A metaphysical novel that is hon-

estly read, and honestly written, provides a disclosure of existence in a way

unequalled by any other mode of expression.’22

A reader who willingly participates in the adventure of the novel lets herself

be absorbed by it. All her life, Beauvoir praised novels that allowed her to feel

immersed, absorbed, spellbound. A novel had to ‘take’ [prendre]: take her in

(make her believe in it) and take her over (spellbind her).23 She read novels

not just to learn, but to feel, and to identify with the author, or the characters,

or both. For Beauvoir, then, a good novel had to have the power to absorb, to

hold and bewitch, to transport the reader into its world, to make him or her

not so much take the fiction for reality, as to be able to experience the fiction

as deeply as reality, while full well knowing that it is fiction.24

The power to absorb and transport distinguishes literature from philosophy,

according to Beauvoir. In an essay on literature from 1964 she notes that

however artful, and however full of information it may be, an essay or a

scholarly book fails to transport the reader out of herself (‘I don’t change

universe’).25 Only literature has the power to let the reader see the world

from the other’s point of view.26 Reading a novel enables Beauvoir to feel

that she, for a moment, genuinely becomes the other without ceasing to be

herself. This is surely why Beauvoir quotes fiction and autobiographical writ-

ing so copiously in The Second Sex: such works provide windows on to the

world from the perspective of another person and thus give access to insights

and experiences we would never otherwise have:

Kafka, Balzac, Robbe-Grillet seek me out, convince me to move, at least for a

moment, to the heart of another world. And this is the miracle of literature,

which distinguishes it from information: that an other truth becomes mine

without ceasing to be other. I renounce my own ‘I’ in favor of the speaker; and

yet I remain myself.

It is an intermingling ceaselessly begun and ceaselessly undone, and it is the

only kind of communication capable of giving me that which cannot be

communicated, capable of giving me the taste of another life.27

Literature is privileged over non-fiction or academic writing (what she calls

‘information’) because it allows us to see the world from the point of view of

the other without ceasing to be ourselves.
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Here Beauvoir has reached Cavell’s neighbourhood: writing and the other

are intrinsically connected. Rather than asking whether philosophy can accept

Desdemona and Othello back at the hands of poetry, Beauvoir inspires us to

reflect on the reader’s experience of the ‘miracle of literature’. However pas-

sionately we may feel about it, philosophy does not offer the reader the same

degree of absorption, loss of self, as literature, nor the same possibilities for

identification.28 This is a major reason why Beauvoir chose to write fiction

and memoirs: she wanted to write works that would give readers a chance to

identify with her, and her characters, in the same way she identified with

George Eliot and Maggie Tulliver. After reading The Mill on the Floss the

fourteen-year-old Simone cried for hours over Maggie’s death, and vowed

to become a writer herself: ‘one day another adolescent girl would bathe with

her tears a novel in which I would tell my own story.’29 Although the adult

Beauvoir no longer cried for hours over a novel, she continued to think that

only literature could provide this kind of experience.

We don’t have to choose between Cavell’s and Beauvoir’s way of raising

the question about literature and philosophy. Beauvoir’s emphasis on the

experience of reading fiction, on the reader’s willingness to respond to the

author’s invitation to set out on an adventure, and Cavell’s conviction that

literature can offer illumination to philosophy are not incompatible. Both

Beauvoir and Cavell agree that writing and the question of the other are

intertwined, that literature offers the reader new and potentially transforma-

tive experiences, and that these experiences can be relevant to philosophy as

well as life.

V. TALES OF ADVENTURE: ON READING I N A CERTAIN SPI RI T

What kind of philosophical reading emerges from these considerations? Is

there a case for calling it ‘ordinary language criticism’?30 The latter has the

advantage of economically signalling the connection to Cavell’s ‘ordinary

language philosophy’. However, there are significant drawbacks. As far as I

know, Cavell never uses the term.31 I think this is because he rightly thinks

that his responses to Shakespeare, Hollywood remarriage comedies and

Hollywood melodrama may just as well be called philosophy. The term ‘or-

dinary language criticism’ risks turning Cavell, Wittgenstein and Austin into a

new set of master thinkers whose characteristic preoccupations are now to be

imposed on the literary text. While I want to acknowledge that many texts

(and films and plays) are preoccupied by the same concerns as Cavell (expres-

sion, language, human embodiment, knowledge, acknowledgement and scep-

ticism, for example), a criticism frantically searching for ‘Cavellian’ themes is

not an answer to my question of how to read philosophically without reducing
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the text to a reflection of a pre-existing theory. It would also flatly contradict

Cavell’s own advice to let the work teach us how to read it.

Cavell neither proposes a specific method for literary criticism, nor lays

down requirements for what a criticism inspired by his work, or by ordinary

language philosophy more generally, must be about. That is not surprising,

since he stresses that ordinary language philosophy itself has no specific

thematic limits: ‘Ordinary language philosophy is about whatever ordinary

language is about’ (MWM 95). Similarly, ordinary language criticism, if the

word is to be used, would have to be about whatever works of literature

or films or plays are about. (‘Let the work teach you how to read it’, is a

different way of saying the same thing.) A critic inspired by ordinary language

philosophy claims her identity not by invoking a set of pre-existing philo-

sophical themes, and certainly not by making a show of her knowledge

of Wittgenstein or Cavell, but by approaching the work, and the task

of the critic, in a certain way, and in a certain spirit, a spirit that may be

exemplified and defined by, but certainly not limited to ordinary language

philosophers. For this reason, I feel that ‘ordinary language criticism’ may

actually be too constraining a term for the kind of criticism that comes to

mind after reading Cavell. For now, I’ll leave open the question of what to call

this kind of practice, and turn instead to the mysterious ‘spirit’ I just

mentioned.

To describe that spirit is no easy task. It does value a certain kind of atten-

tion, one that understands itself as being a response to a work. Moreover, the

kind of attention valued by Cavell and Beauvoir is not the sort of attention

that arises from a spirit of suspicion. The Wittgensteinian philosopher Cora

Diamond, who called her own collection of essays The Realistic Spirit, offers a

thought-provoking alternative, by suggesting that to read well is to bring to

the text a certain quality of attention which she characterises as a willingness to

participate in the ‘adventure’ offered by the text. As we have seen, fifty years

earlier, Simone de Beauvoir used the very same term to describe what she

expected from a reader.

Diamond introduces the idea of reading as an adventure by quoting the

British mountaineer George Mallory, who disappeared on Mount Everest in

1924. Asked why mountaineers climb mountains, he answered: ‘Our case [. . .]
is not unlike that of one who has, for instance, a gift for music. There may be

inconvenience, and even damage, to be sustained in devoting time to music;

but the greatest danger is in not devoting enough, for music is this man’s

adventure. . . . To refuse the adventure is to run the risk of drying up like a pea

in its shell.’32

Diamond finds in Henry James a very similar understanding of what the

reader’s adventure may be: ‘[F]or James, the adventurous reader is one who

delights in there being more in things than meets the eye, who delights in the
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invitation the tale offers to find, to make, adventure in reading.’33 Adventure

and attention are intrinsically linked. The bad reader is the inattentive reader,

the reader who ‘misses the adventure’. Such readers miss the characters’ ad-

ventures, miss ‘[their] own possible adventure in reading,’ and, finally, miss the

chance to emerge from their shell, to open themselves to the new, the dif-

ferent, the challenging: ‘The greater danger is inattention, the refusal of ad-

venture’, Diamond writes. ‘The risk there, as Mallory puts it, is of drying up

like a pea in its shell.’34 To be open to adventure is to be ready to be

illuminated by the text, to assume that it can work the ‘miracle of literature’

and show us things we had never suspected, show us ‘another world’, as

Beauvoir puts it.

There is self-exposure in aesthetic judgment. It makes us vulnerable. The

critic reveals how she sees the work, and the world, and what matters to her,

existentially, intellectually, politically, morally. She reveals, too, the quality of

her attention, the depth of her imagination, her capacity for philosophy.

Aesthetic judgement, moreover, is an appeal to the other: the critic’s charac-

teristic gesture is to say ‘This is what I see. Can you see it too?’35 The appeal

may go unanswered. We may discover, painfully, that we are alone in our

perceptions of what matters in the world.36 Nevertheless, to retreat from the

challenges of honest judgment is to choose to ‘[dry] up like a pea in its shell’.

To give an account of one’s reading is to tell the tale of an adventure. The best

criticism is at once an account of an adventure and an invitation to new

adventures.
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